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Is Jack Lew the kind of technocrat Treasury needs in a post-
Geithner era? 
 

By Thornton McEnery 

Expectations for the next secretary of the Treasury are coming into clearer focus in the early wake of the divisive Timothy Geithner era. As the 75th 
Secretary in U.S. history walks off into his controversy-hued sunset, the critical attention of Wall Street, K Street, and even Main Street, has turned on Jack 
Lew, the man who is widely presumed to be the man who will take the job, trying to measure whether or not he fits the mold of an ideal secretary for a 
post-Geithner Treasury Department. 

Discussion among experts seems to have reached some points of consensus as to 
what traits and experience the next crop of potential Treasury Secretaries should 
share in order to best serve an economy bouncing back from the financial crisis 
under a fiercely partisan Capitol Hill that is both inextricably linked with Wall Street 
and wary of publicly acknowledging that relationship. 

Accepting this economic environment and framing it in the aftermath of the 
acrimonious four years of Geithner, it becomes increasingly apparent through 
discussions with experts that despite all that is known and not known about him, or 
whether or not he is the perfect man to follow a contentiously totemic figure like 
Geithner, there is one widely-shared expectation for the current nominee: Jack Lew 
is not Tim Geithner, and that might be his strongest attribute in a future where 
change is the only certainty. 

"After Geithner, Treasury's interest in reforming Wall Street will wane," says 
Stephen Myrow, managing director of ACG Analytics and a former chief of staff to 
the deputy secretary of the Treasury during the reign of Hank Paulson. "The Fed 
will take over on Wall Street regulation and Treasury will turn to deficit reduction." 

The potential shift in operational thought that Myrow proposes for Treasury would 
be a poor fit for someone with a skillset similar to Geithner's, which is defined by 

the management of foreign financial crises as staff economist in increasingly senior roles at Treasury, and a five-year term as President of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York that coincided with America's own fiscal crisis. That resume conveys a clear focus on the regulation of bank behavior over 
macro themes like deficit reduction. 

By contrast, a resume that would fit nicely into Myrow's hypothetical new direction for Treasury might be one that demonstrates a career-long immersion in 
governmental budgetary affairs. A perfect example would be that of Jack Lew, a two-time Director of the Office of Management and Budget, and a former 
Secretary of State for Management, a role in which he was responsible for maintaining the State Department budget. Lew's career highlights include playing 
a large role in the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 and being awarded substantial credit for helping to create the budget surpluses of the late 1990s. The 
president did not even have to look very far for him as Lew has been serving as White House Chief of Staff for the past year. 

Those successes, and his political acumen, are strong points in the establishment of Lew's budgetary and legislative bona fides. But some experts see him 
as limited in scope outside those strengths. 

"He's a politico who knows little about finance," says James Grant, the publisher of Grant's Interest Rate Observer, alluding to Lew's high-profile roles in the 
Clinton and Obama administrations, and his very limited experience in private sector banking. 

Grant views Lew's lack of financial acumen with a critical eye, but he also says Lew's expertise on budget management is a potentially better fit for the 
massive increase in public debt that was accrued under Geithner, and the reduction of which will be a top priority for the next Treasury Secretary. 

"There's actually no 'treasure' in the Treasury Department," he said. "It should be called the 'Department of Debt' and it should be responsible primarily for the 
reduction of this enormous public debt." 
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Lew's proven experience in balancing budgets 
therefore fits well into the theoretical needs put 
forth by both Grant and Myrow. But the majority 
of any meaningful deficit reduction will ultimately 
be made by the passage of legislation through a 
bitterly partisan Congress. That reality makes a 
career-long Democratic appointee like Lew a risky 
choice in terms of his potential to reaffirm the 
intractable partisan relationship that Geithner had 
with Congressional Republicans. 

Isaac Boltansky, vice president and policy analyst 
at Compass Point Research & Trading LLC, sees 
Lew's party fealty as a potential strength in the 
current "pitched battle" mentality on Capitol Hill. He 
believes that Republicans will make things difficult 
for whomever the Obama administration selects 
to run Treasury after four years of the wildly 
unpopular Geithner, who also had foes on the 
Democratic side of Congress. They are likely to be 
much friendlier with Lew. 

"It's the same framework for a different battle," 
Boltansky says of what Lew will face in pushing 
Treasury business through Congress. 
"Republicans will try to block Lew's deficit-
reduction strategy just like they did with 
Geithner's Wall Street reforms." 

Boltansky believes that the perception of being 
politically motivated is actually much less of an 
issue for Lew than the perception of being 
controlled by the banks would be for a secretary 
with a stronger Wall Street background. 

That opinion is shared by Myrow, who explains 
that "after the public reception TARP received, 
Geithner was painted as being beholden to the 
banks, and as a reaction to that, we're going to 
see a lot of technocrats being nominated to 
Treasury in the next few years before we see 
another 'Wall Street guy.'" 

Using Myrow's "technocrat" model, Lew's 
perceived lack of experience inside a major 
financial institution would be a point of strength, 
as would his party-centric political career.  

It would be ironic, though, should the distinction 
between Lew and Geithner on Wall Street 
experience reflect better on Lew, as Geithner has 
never held any position at any financial institution, 
despite having been widely characterized as 
beholden to the large banks during the bailout. 
Geithner has been seen as being bound to 
Citigroup Inc. in particular, as its former chairman 
Robert Rubin was considered to be Geithner's 
mentor during Rubin's term as Treasury Secretary. 

"Geithner moved especially quickly to save Rubin's bacon by pumping public finances into Citi during the crisis," says Grant. 

But it is in fact Jack Lew that was an employee of Citigroup, having served as COO of the bank's alternative investments unit from 2006 to 2008, during 
which his group realized massive losses after being dangerously hedged against the housing markets. Lew still received compensation of $944,518 for 
2008 alone, the same year Citi received $45 billion in TARP funds from the Treasury Department. 

The decision to give TARP money to Citi was one in which Geithner figured heavily while in his role at the New York Fed, and it was necessitated by the 
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massive losses Citi suffered as a result of investment decisions made by the group for which Lew was, at the very least, nominally responsible. 

While the irony of this moment in time is not lost on Grant, he is quick to downplay the gravity of Lew's role at Citi. "Although he did not distinguish himself [at 
Citi], in reality, he was barely there for any significant amount of time," he said. 

Whatever the perception of Lew's relationship with Wall Street might be, his first-hand financial experience is objectively limited, which the experts see as a 
clear signal that whoever he selects to be his top deputy at Treasury will have to come from a Wall Street background. 

"He's got to get someone from Wall Street," Boltansky said. He makes special mention of Mary Miller, the current undersecretary for domestic finance at 
Treasury. Boltansky sees her as an ideal choice, saying, "She knows her stuff and Wall Street loves her." 

"It's not needed, but it's likely," says Myrow of a financial insider like Miller, downplaying Lew's need to focus too much on financial regulatory issues. He 
and Grant both argue that Lew will be more focused on deficit reduction. 
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